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Soon to be an animated series from Nickelodeon! Did you know that Big Nate, the star of the New York
Times bestselling book series, is also the star of his own comic strip? This comic collection includes
over 300 black-and-white Big Nate comic strips, and bonus Big Nate activities in the back! Will Nate get
away with his master plan? Or will Mrs. Godfrey catch him in the act? Find out what happens next! The
activities are brand-new for Big Nate fans! Diary of a Wimpy Kid author Jeff Kinney says, "Big Nate is
funny, big time!"
For use in schools and libraries only. Big Nate is in a class by himself. This feisty 11-year-old holds
the school record for detentions, but that doesn't stop him from dreaming big! Nate Wright's a
winner--in his own mind, anyway. So when things go wrong, he's at a loss to explain why. How does his
soccer team manage to lose to a school with a sixty-game winless streak? What's he doing at the movies
on a Friday night . . . with GINA? And why, oh why is one of his classmates (hint: she's Nate's dream
girl) suddenly moving 3,000 miles away? It's all enough to make a sixth-grade superstar feel . . . well,
not so super. But you can't keep a good man down, and Nate's still got pals like Teddy, Francis, and
Chad to cheer him up. Sure, their methods aren't always warm and fuzzy, but Nate doesn't mind. After
all, what's a little noogie between friends?
**US Edition, Contains US spellings** Big Nate is back starring in the second instalment of his own
super-funny series. Big Nate is created by Lincoln Peirce, who inspired Jeff Kinney, author of ‘Diary of
a Wimpy Kid’.
A new series of colorful, imaginative, magical adventures with Wallace The Brave, recently awarded the
Reuben Award for Best Newspaper Comic Strip by the National Cartoonist Society. The world of Wallace The
Brave is one of imagination, discovery, and wonder, as Wallace and his friends explore the coastal
surroundings of Snug Harbor, Rhode Island, uncovering new mysteries, adventure, and mischief wherever
they turn. Brought to life by the wonderfully detailed ink-and-watercolor art of Will Henry, Wallace The
Brave (named the 2018 Newspaper Comic Strip of the Year) will delight young readers as well as their
parents, who will recognize a camaraderie and heart similar to classic strips like Calvin & Hobbes.
Big Nate's Greatest Hits
Big Nate: Game On!
Big Nate: What Could Possibly Go Wrong?
Epic Big Nate (for Library Market)
Big Nate Strikes Again (Big Nate, Book 2)
Step into the universe of the massively popular adventure game Star Stable, and follow four friends who discover their magic powers and
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learn that every girl can be a hero in this fantasy trilogy. Soul Riders tells the heroic tale of four young girls who have been chosen by destiny
to save the world from the ancient demon: Garnok and his band of dangerous Dark Riders. Lisa is a teenage girl who is still coming to terms
with the tragic loss of her mother in a riding accident and has sworn never to go near a horse again until she met Starshine, a mysterious bluemaned steed who comes to her in dreams. New on the island of Jorvik, Lisa befriends Alex, Linda, and Anne. Under the guidance of mystical
druids, they discover they each have a special bond to their horses that gives them magical powers. While trying to balance school, family,
and friendships they have to figure out what it means to be a Soul Rider. They are attacked by the Dark Riders and the mysterious Mr. Sands
discover that their horses are in danger. Instead of relying on their combined strength, they decide to split up on their quest to find answers
and learn to fight back against their enemies. However, will it be too late before they realize their mistake? Jorvik Calling is the first
installment in the epic, fantasy trilogy, Soul Riders, about magic, friendship, and horses bound to thrill all young equestrian fans.
Nate's a sixth grade dynamo with a backpack full of brilliant ideas, but he's surrounded by people who just don't get it, his friends laugh at his
attempts to set a new world record, and his dad becomes a neighborhood laughingstock by handing out soy nuts on Halloween. If great
minds really do think alike, maybe that explains Nate's problems: he's got the only great mind around. In graphic novel format.
"Amp! comics for kids"--P. [4] of cover.
Happy Birthday to the "New York Times "Best Seller, "Big Nate"! Celebrate twenty-five years of the "Big Nate "cartoon strip with this jampacked compendium of everything you've ever wanted to know about the character and Lincoln Peirce, the creator behind him. If there's one
word that Big Nate would use to describe himself, it would be E-P-I-C! And so is this slipcased, jam-packed book full of cartoons and
memorabilia celebrating 25 years of Lincoln Peirce s long-running comic strip: "Epic Big Nate." Hundreds of cartoons, selected by Peirce and
presented with his witty and informative commentary, trace the evolution of the "Big Nate" comic strip and its colorful cast of characters. Also
included is an exclusive Q&A featuring Peirce and "Diary of a Wimpy Kid" author Jeff Kinney, detailing the friendship and mutual admiration
that contributed to each cartoonist s success. Featuring highlights from 1991 to 2015, "Epic Big Nate" is a must-have for "Big Nate" fans of all
ages! "
The Complete Big Nate: #17
What's a Little Noogie Between Friends?
Thunka, Thunka, Thunka
Garfield's Sunday Finest
Big Nate: A Good Old-Fashioned Wedgie

Already a New York Times best-seller, it's two firsts in one for a Big Nate book! The first Sundays-only and first
full-color Big Nate collection both debut in Big Nate All Work and No Play. Enjoy more than two years of Sunday
cartoons, portraying the colorful life of Nate Wright. This spunky eleven-year-old holds the school record for
detentions and is in little chance of losing that distinction, but that doesn't stop him from dreaming big! He's a
self-described genius, a sixth-grade renaissance man, and a full-fledged believer in his future as a cartoonist.
Equipped with a No. 2 pencil and the unshakable belief that he is No. 1, Nate fights a daily battle against
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overzealous teachers, undercooked cafeteria food, and all-around conventionality.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR! Everyone's favorite sixth grader is back for more misadventures,
and Big Nate: Silent But Deadly smells like a winner! Whether he's showing the ropes to a detention rookie,
campaigning for the Student of the Month Award, or writing hilarious movie reviews for The Weekly Bugle, Nate
Wright never fails to make his mark at P.S. 38. But middle school's no bed of roses. In fact, sometimes it just
plain stinks. Just ask the Great Nose-ini! Nate's alter ego with a sense for scents can smell trouble a mile away .
. . or at the very next desk. Was that you, Gina? Join Nate and the gang for nonstop laughs in this latest
collection of Big Nate comics!
Thirty-five years of the best Garfield Sunday funnies—perfect for fans of the world’s favorite fat cat! “Every
Sunday morning, after doing the farm chores, Dad, Mom, Doc (yes, he’s real), and I would settle in with the
Sunday paper for at least a half hour of chuckling, snorting, and laughing out loud.”—Jim Davis Settle in with
these Garfield Sunday funnies, handpicked and annotated by celebrated Garfield cartoonist Jim Davis. This
special anniversary collection presents the comics in their full glory (complete with title and drop panels), along
with an assortment of original sketches and never-before-seen rejected strips. It’s Garfield the fat cat in his
Sunday finest!
Self-proclaimed genius Nate Wright blazes a haphazard trail through the sixth grade at P.S. 38, where between
endless misadventures, marked by complaining observations, he earns straight As and numerous detentions.
Play It Loud
Big Nate Goes for Broke (Big Nate, Book 4)
Big Nate: Revenge of the Cream Puffs
Big Nate: The Crowd Goes Wild!
Big Nate Stays Classy
Aspiring cartoonist Nate Wright is the star of Big Nate, the daily and Sunday comic strip, which has been nationally syndicated
since 1991. Nate is 11 years old, four-and-a-half feet tall, and the all-time record holder for detentions in school history. He's a selfdescribed genius and sixth grade Renaissance Man. Nate, who lives with his dad and older sister, enjoys pestering his family and
teachers with his sarcasm. To draw Big Nate, Peirce relies on memories of his own childhood and the experiences he collected
teaching art at a New York City high school. Peirce occasionally turns his pen over to his creation, and readers get to see life
through Nate's eyes as he doodles his adventures in his notebook.
Like a sudden soccer ball to the gut, the thrilling next installment in the enormously popular Big Nate series will take your breath
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away! When you're a sixth-grade dynamo like Nate Wright, life comes at you fast. Whether it's a soccer ball to the head or another
teacher tirade, surprises lurk around every corner. In the latest Big Nate collection, Nate's friends issue the ultimate insult: they
point out all the ways he resembles his arch-nemesis, Gina. Nate also scores a new job as an intern at Klassic Komix, and his
master plan to carpet-bomb the school with Valentine's Day cards goes seriously sideways. And when Nate gets dragged into a
cringe-worthy party for the dreaded Mrs. Godfrey, what could possibly go wrong? With laughs, adventures, and jokes galore, In
Your Face! will make your head spin.
Nate Wright’s life is just like his locker--it’s full of surprises. The monstrous Mrs. Godfrey springs a pop quiz on Nate AND his
grandparents. His horoscope predicts bad news for Nate’s soccer career. And worst of all, he’s forced to cut back on his beloved
Cheez Doodles. It’s enough to drive any kid crazy. Luckily, Nate’s not just any kid. He’s the ultimate sixth-grade survivor. When
everything’s falling apart, he finds a way to hold it together … but nobody said it would be easy. Welcome to the world of Big Nate!
A deluxe edition of the bestselling middle-grade series featuring over 400 pages of mischief, hilarity, and good times with Big Nate
and friends. Includes all of the comics from Big Nate: From the Top and Big Nate Out Loud. Big Nate is in a class by himself.
Middle-grade kids everywhere can relate to Nate as he survives the terrors of sixth grade, facing off against overzealous teachers,
under-cooked cafeteria food, and grade-grubbing classmates. Nate may be a troublemaker and the all-time record holder for most
detentions in school history, but he gets there in style—taking on everything from glory on the sports field to becoming the lead
singer in his friends’ band, with hilariously unexpected results along the way. Grab your backpack and join Big Nate in this extraamusing collection, as he blazes through the halls of P.S. 38, leaving a trail of destruction, detention slips, and many, many laughs
in his wake.
Stereophile
Great Minds Think Alike
35 Years of My Best Sunday Funnies
A PEANUTS Collection
Snoopy: Boogie Down! (PEANUTS AMP Series Book 11)

Follows the adventures of self-described middle school genius Nate Wright, including having an imaginary
near-death experience, creating an episode of "Doctor Cesspool," and meeting the girl of his dreams at
summer school.
"Sixth grade can be a tension convention for Nate Wright. His baseball team's just been given the lamest
name in Little League history; he's on the verge of becoming know-it-all Gina's personal servant for a day;
and Spitsy, the closest thing he has to a dog of his own, is in love with a cat. Yup, Nate's up to his ears in
stress. Luckily, the perfect remedy is close at hand: an empty plastic soda bottle"--Page 4 of cover.
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**US Edition, Contains US spellings** Big Nate is back the fourth instalment of his own super-funny series.
Big Nate is created by Lincoln Peirce, who inspired Jeff Kinney, author of ‘Diary of a Wimpy Kid’.
Sixth-grader Nate Wright is on top of the world . . . with a little help from his friends! His best buddies,
Francis and Teddy, stick with Nate through thick and thin—usually thin. They've seen it all. Nate's disastrous
love life, his chess tournament trash talking, even his misguided attempt to be a "bad boy." Along the way,
Nate and his pals are joined by Artur, the gentle exchange student who's popular with almost everyone. And
don't forget Gina, the teacher's pet who gets an "A" for annoying. They're all here in this collection of
cartoons, featuring highlights from Nate's most hilarious adventures. Now in full-color with poster!
Say Good-bye to Dork City
We Never Learn
Big Nate: In Your Face!
An Illustrated Monthly Magazine of Radio Communication
When Sharks Attack With Kindness
The Complete Big Nate collects every daily and Sunday cartoon ever syndicated. Presented in a numbered series of e-books,
each containing one year's worth of strips, this is a goldmine for all Big Nate fans to see many cartoons that have never been
published in books. Aspiring cartoonist Nate Wright is the star of Big Nate. As a popular middle-grade book character, Nate is 11
years old, four-and-a-half feet tall, and the all-time record holder for detentions in school history. He's a self-described genius and
sixth grade Renaissance Man. Nate, who lives with his dad and older sister, has a habit of annoying his family, friends, and
teachers with his sarcasm.
Need a way to shut up some snooty kid when he gloats about his private school? Looking for the perfect response when your best
friend joins the grammar police? Want a quick and easy way to out-snap even the snappiest comeback? Nate Wright has the
answer: a good old-fashioned wedgie! The whole gang from P.S. 38 is back for more hijinks, hilarity, and underwear hoisting in
this new collection of Big Nate comics. Can Chad somehow survive on a diet of kale and soy nuts? Are Jenny and Artur EVER
going to break up? And how is Nate supposed to concentrate on baseball when he’s got a crush on his team’s new pitcher? See
for yourself! Join Nate and the rest of the crew for another unforgettable round of middle school adventures!
To sixth-grader Nate Wright, life is one big game. So when he suits up for any sport, he does it with an unmistakable swagger.
From fine-tuning his trash-talking skills on the basketball court to his cocky ’tude in the soccer goal, Nate can be a bigger
challenge to his teammates than their opponents. Enjoy Nate and his friends’ mostly hapless sports encounters through notalways-highlight-reel moments in the all-color Big Nate: Game On. Includes poster.
Includes a code for free CD download of many of the bands featured in this book! Nirvana, the White Stripes, Hole, the Hives – all
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sprang from an underground music scene where similarly raw bands, enjoying various degrees of success and hard luck, played
for throngs of fans in venues ranging from dive bars to massive festivals, but were mostly ignored by a music industry focused on
mega-bands and shiny pop stars. We Never Learn: The Gunk Punk Undergut, 1988-2021 tracks the inspiration and beautiful
destruction of this largely undocumented movement. What they took, they fought for, every night. They reveled in '50s rock 'n' roll
and '60s garage rock while creating their own wave of gut-busting riffs and rhythm. The majority of bands that populate this book –
the Dwarves, the Gories, the Supersuckers, the Mummies, Rocket from the Crypt, Jon Spencer Blues Explosion, the Muffs, and
the Donnas among them – gained little long-term reward from their nonstop touring and brain-slapping records. What they did
have was free liquor, good drugs, guilt-free sex, and a crazy good time, all the while building a dedicated fan base that extends
across America, Europe, and Japan. Truly, this is the last great wave of down-and-dirty rock 'n' roll.
Big Nate Makes the Grade
I Can't Take It!
Big Nate: Welcome to My World
An Epic History of the Style, Sound, and Revolution of the Electric Guitar
Big Nate and Friends
For fans of Diary of a Wimpy Kid and Big Nate comes the third book in this laugh-out-loud series about a class clown faking his way
through middle school from comedian and film star Craig Robinson, #1 New York Times bestselling author Adam Mansbach, and NAACP
History Maker recipient and cartoonist Keith Knight. Life couldn't be better for Jake. He's a student at Music and Arts Academy and a
budding comedian, and he finally put an end to his fake-ster ways . . . or so he thought. There's a new girl at school, and Jake would do
anything to impress her, even pretending to be a master chef. And a world-renowned barber? But at home, Jake is less impressed with his
mom's news: she's pregnant. Now Jake has to fake being happy about becoming the Middle Child. The King of Cool is about to drop his
chill. Luckily, he has good friends and laughs on his side, along with more than two hundred illustrations--all about him!
Big Nate: Welcome to My WorldAndrews McMeel Publishing
Snoopy is one small dog with one huge imagination! From day to day, he can be found stalking the other Peanuts characters as a fierce
ready-to-prey vulture, leopard, mountain lion, piranha, or creature from the sea. But his grandest flights of fancy are when he’s airborne as
the Flying Ace on his Sopwith Camel seeking out the evil Red Baron. His forays take him through the World War I French countryside in
repeated attempts to achieve his quest. In Snoopy: Contact!, enjoy his adventures along with his other unusual encounters: catching bird
burglars stealing his Van Gogh, challenging Lucy to an arm-wrestling contest, and becoming the Cheshire beagle.
Middle-schooler Nate Wright tries to shake off his reputation as a dork by leaving his friends behind and hanging out with Marcus, the
leader of the school's most notorious posse -- Publisher.
The Complete Big Nate: #1
Wicked Epic Adventures
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Alien in My Pocket #1: Blast Off!
Snoopy: Contact! (PEANUTS AMP! Series Book 5)
The Wireless Age

The inspiration for the Play It Loud exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of Art "Every guitar player will want to read this book twice.
And even the casual music fan will find a thrilling narrative that weaves together cultural history, musical history, race, politics, business case
studies, advertising, and technological discovery." —Daniel Levitin, Wall Street Journal For generations the electric guitar has been an
international symbol of freedom, danger, rebellion, and hedonism. In Play It Loud, veteran music journalists Brad Tolinski and Alan di
Perna bring the history of this iconic instrument to roaring life. It's a story of inventors and iconoclasts, of scam artists, prodigies, and
mythologizers as varied and original as the instruments they spawned. Play It Loud uses twelve landmark guitars—each of them artistic
milestones in their own right—to illustrate the conflict and passion the instruments have inspired. It introduces Leo Fender, a man who
couldn't play a note but whose innovations helped transform the guitar into the explosive sound machine it is today. Some of the most
significant social movements of the twentieth century are indebted to the guitar: It was an essential element in the fight for racial equality in
the entertainment industry; a mirror to the rise of the teenager as social force; a linchpin of punk's sound and ethos. And today the guitar
has come full circle, with contemporary titans such as Jack White of The White Stripes, Annie Clark (aka St. Vincent), and Dan Auerbach
of The Black Keys bringing some of the earliest electric guitar forms back to the limelight. Featuring interviews with Les Paul, Keith
Richards, Carlos Santana, Eddie Van Halen, Steve Vai, and dozens more players and creators, Play It Loud is the story of how a band of
innovators transformed an idea into a revolution.
Is your baseball team getting beat sixty-eight to nothing? Are you caught in the rain without an umbrella? Have you finally worked up the
courage to call your crush only to get the wrong number? Don't worry! The Peanuts gang has the cure for your worries. Join Linus as he
awaits the Great Pumpkin, Peppermint Patty as she faces off against an entire hockey team, and Snoopy as he attempts to eat the largest
sandwich he's ever seen. Sally befriends the new girl at school, Eudora, only to find a rival for the affection of her Sweet Babboo. And
Charlie Brown searches for a home for Snoopy's mysterious brother, Spike. So put on your top hat, fancy tie and dancing shoes, and join
Snoopy and the rest of the gang in this boogielicious new collection of classic Peanuts comics.
There's never a dull moment in the prank-filled, detention-getting life of Big Nate! Nate Wright and his team are back with a vengeance.
And a good thing, too, because the Cream Puffs are facing a lot of heat on the baseball field. Their opponents don't take them seriously.
The sports section in the newspaper misprints Nate's name as "Not Wright," which is not right. And now, their star pitcher is sick with the
flu, and you won't believe who's pulled from the bullpen. With the odds stacked against them, what are the poor Cream Puffs to do?
Revenge is a dish best served with a soft-hearted pitcher who channels his inner panda bear, a side of vengeful girlfriends, and a dash of Big
Nate mojo. Smear on your eye-black grease and join the rampage in this newest collection of comic--you don't want to miss this epic
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grudge match.
Woodstock might be the smallest of all the Peanuts gang, but he's got a lot to say, even if Snoopy is the only one who understands him.
That's because Snoopy is Woodstock's "Friend of Friends," and together they write masterpieces, fly airplanes, find the perfect place to nap,
and win over the hearts of readers all over the world. Whether he's falling in love with a snowflake or crash-landing on the tip of Snoopy's
nose, Woodstock is the little yellow bird with a big personality. It takes more than a strong wind to ruffle Woodstock's feathers, although
it's a good thing he has Snoopy to keep his little yellow feet on the ground. Don't miss out on the newest AMP! Peanuts collection featuring
Woodstock, the most recognizable yellow bird in the world-even in disguise! Charles Schulz's Peanuts is one of the most timeless and
beloved comic strips ever. Now AMP! is carrying on that legacy with new collections of Peanuts classics for middle-grade readers. First
published in 1950, the classic Peanuts strip now appears in more than 2,200 newspapers in 75 countries in 25 languages. Phrases such as
"security blanket" and "good grief," which originated in the Peanuts world, are now part of the global vernacular, and images of Charles
Schulz's classic characters--Charlie Brown kicking the football, Lucy leaning over Schroeder's piano--are now universally recognized.
Together these books will introduce a new generation of kids to the lovable cast in time for the new animated Peanuts movie, which hits
theaters in 2015!
Soul Riders (Book 1)
Jorvik Calling
Jake the Fake Keeps His Cool
The Complete Big Nate: #3
Payback Time!
In this brand-new collection of the New York Times bestselling series Big Nate, everyone's favorite
prankster takes on everything from epic snowball fights to sixth-grade crushes, with plenty of hilarious
misadventures along the way.
Big Nate is taking it from the top—the top of the troublemaker's list! Nate Wright is eleven years old,
four-and-a-half feet tall, and the all-time record holder for school detentions in school history. He's a selfdescribed genius and sixth-grade Renaissance man. Middle-grade kids everywhere can relate to Big
Nate's daily battle against overzealous teachers, backbreaking homework, wimpy cafeteria food, and allaround conventionality. This collection features cartoonist Lincoln Peirce's daily and Sunday comic strips
packed with his vintage flair and insights into school humor.
The adventure begins in this exciting new chapter book series, complete with a do-it-yourself science
experiment! When a four-inch-tall alien crash-lands through Zack McGee's bedroom window, Zack is sure
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he's about to become the first victim in a new War of the Worlds. But when the alien turns out to have
weapons that are more ticklish than terrifying, Zack realizes that rather than protect the world from the
alien it's up to him to protect the alien in his pocket from the world. With illustrations on every spread, a
how-to on launching a rocket, fun scientific facts, and the hilarious adventures of Zack and Amp, this
book is the perfect gift for any young reader! Supports the Common Core State Standards
Cute, clever, and comically ingenious, Andrés Colmenares’ popular shark comics are a sweet, sincere
tonic for these anxious, troubled times. This hardcover collection features the cute, uplifting and
ingenious aquatic cartoons of Andrés Colmenares, the creator of Wawawiwa Comics, followed by millions
of fans around the globe. While sharks are one of the ocean’s deadliest predators, these sharks can
smell insecurity, doubt, and gloom, and are quick to strike — with kindness, cuteness, and positivity!
Another Wallace the Brave Collection
Big Nate All Work and No Play
From the Top
Big Nate: Silent But Deadly
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